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See the benefits of Excel for
custom applications
Excel provides lots of
features for developers to
use

In the hands of a skilled professional, Excel is a
powerful development tool. This article and
associated video demonstrate those capabilities.
As a developer of custom applications, you have a
huge range of sophisticated features to make use
of, most of which would be impractical to emulate.
Many of those features you take for granted in
Excel such as Freeze Panes. And there are so many
features, including: filters, sorting, conditional
formatting, charts, PivotTables, images, drawings,
extensive formatting capabilities.
In addition, through macros, Excel has seamless
integration with databases, email programs and
most of the Windows environment.
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Excel provides a ubiquitous,
standardised environment

Excel is ubiquitous. Though there are minor
differences among current versions, there is little or
nothing a developer must do to enable an
application to work in any version (including Mac).
New versions appear only once every few years.
Compare that to the environment of browser-based
applications. There are various browsers with
regular releases. The lack of standardisation is a
major problem for developers in such an
environment.

Excel programs the world’s
computers more than the
rest put together

Excel expertise is also ubiquitous. For every
programmer in the world, there are 1000 Excel
users and even if those users average only 1 hour
per week developing applications, that dwarfs the
manpower of programmers. The world’s
computers are programmed more by Excel than by
everything else put together.
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Let’s now see some of Excel’s capabilities.

Use dialog boxes to provide clear, reliable data input
See more data, more clearly
at a glance

To get user input, rather than require input directly onto a sheet, provide a dialog
box. The benefits are:
(A) More data can be seen at a glance than can be viewed of a wide spreadsheet
row. Furthermore, the data can be arranged more clearly. Consider the example
below. The user cannot edit data directly on the sheet, but can select a row and
click the button that is on the sheet or alternatively click one in the custom ribbon.

Figure 1 - Edit data by selecting a cell in the row and clicking a button to display the data in a dialog box
A dialog box appears. The dialog box has multiple pages, which arrange the data
into logical groups. Each page shows the data clearly.

Figure 2 - A dialog box arranges the data clearly, with more visible at glance than is possible across a row of a sheet
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If you want to see multiple records in multiple dialog boxes, that possible too as
shown below. You can move quickly from one dialog box to another and drag each
one to the desired position on screen.

Figure 3 – Multiple records displayed in multiple dialog boxes
Avoid corruption that can
occur with on-sheet entry

(B) The user can corrupt the sheet by dragging cells or cutting and pasting.
Though you can protect cells on a sheet, it is hard to prevent cells being cut and
pasted. Though there are certain steps you can take to mitigate corruption, the risk
is still likely to remain.

Ensure correct entries and
nothing missed

(C) The user cannot input invalid values or overlook entries. In a dialog box, you
can tightly control what the user can enter and run checks before saving the data.
You sometimes have the situation where, if the user chooses one option, one set of
additional options appears, but if the user makes a different choice, a different set
of options appears. That is hard to implement on a sheet.
In the dialog box below, the user can enter only numeric digits into the Agency ID
box. Numeric digits cannot be entered into the Surname or First name boxes.
For a date such as that for the Date of birth, the user can type into the box, but if
the date is not valid, the text appears in red as shown below. The user cannot save
until all entries are valid.
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Figure 4 - Example of a dialog box that ensures entry of a valid date
Instead of entering a date directly into a box, the user can select the date from a
calendar. The user clicks the Change button to display a calendar as shown below.
The user can select
a date and press
Enter or doubleclick. The date then
enters into the Date
of birth box.

Figure 5 – Choose a date from a calendar
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Minimum and
maximum dates
have been set. The
maximum date is 8
May 1999 and, so,
as shown right, the
calendar blocks off
later dates so they
cannot be selected.

Figure 6 – Have a calendar block off invalid dates.
In the Account code box, the user can type only numbers, but in figure 4, note the
format of the account code. Digits can only be typed where there are zeros; the user
cannot type into any other position. If the user types, for example, 01234567890, the
box then shows 01-23-456-7890.
In the Base rate box, the user can type only numeric digits, a decimal point and a
minus sign. The box allows the entry of only one minus sign and one decimal
point. Furthermore, if there is a minus sign, it must be entered as the first character.
The Hours:Minutes box has similar restrictions except that it allows a colon, but
not a decimal point or minus sign.
Provide capabilities such as
colour selection that cannot
be achieved in cells …

(D) The use of a dialog box provides other capabilities. For example, you can
provide colours to select, which you cannot do in a cell. The screenshot below has
what is called toggle buttons for selecting colours. The application applies those
colours to a sheet set up as a calendar.

Figure 7 – Select colours
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… or select and display
images

You can also display images. In the example below, the user can load photo files
into the application.

Figure 8 – Display and load photos
Similarly, in the application below, the user can load scanned certificate images.
After you load an image, the application retrieves the image from an SQL Server
database. A certificate can be viewed full resolution on sheet and printed.

Figure 9 – Scanned images loaded from file, stored in an SQL Server database and displayed. The user can place the
full resolution image on sheet to view and print
Save data automatically on
OK; there’s no need to
remember to save
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(E) If the application data is in an external database such as Access or SQL Server,
as soon as the user clicks OK in a dialog box, the application saves the data to the
database. There is no need for the user to remember to save the workbook; there is
no data in the workbook to save.
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Create the reports you want
Excel has an enormous number of features to create all kinds of reports. From the
dialog box of figure 7, the user can create a PDF calendar with the colours selected
applied to the date ranges entered. The application also copies into the calendar, at
the relevant dates, images of products selected by the user. See the product image
at Thu 27-Jun below.

Figure 10 – A PDF calendar with colouring applied and product images put into place
Creating such reports would
be difficult without Excel

The application also places a legend of images at the bottom of the PDF as shown
below in figure 11. Achieving that with anything other than Excel would be
difficult.

Furthermore, familiarity
with Excel allows users to
maintain their applications

Furthermore, the user can paste images of new products into a table on sheet. As
users have a familiarity with Excel, they are well able to do that. The ability to
allow users to maintain their own applications is another great advantage of Excel.

Figure 11 – Legend of images in PDF of products included in calendar. All easy work for Excel
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Create multi-user database applications
All of the data is in a backend database with none
stored on Excel sheets

You can create multi-user applications with Excel as the front-end. There is no data
stored in Excel sheets. Instead, all data is in a database such as Access or SQL
Server. Figure 12 illustrates the point. The user can view data on a sheet, but to edit
a record, the user must open a dialog box. When the user clicks OK, the application
stores the data from the dialog box to the database and to the Excel sheet.
Such Excel database applications run very quickly for two main reasons:
(A) There aren’t lots of what’s called software layers between Excel and the
database. Such layers inevitably slow performance.
(B) Only the bare data needs to be transferred between the database and Excel.
Such data is usually a relatively small number of bytes. As Excel has the whole
program installed on the PC, no other download is needed.

Figure 12 – A multi-user application in which there is no data stored in Excel
sheets. Instead all data stores into a database such as Access or SQL Server.
If two users open the same record and both have write permission, the second
user’s record opens as read-only. The dialog box below indicates that with the
words READ-ONLY and the pink background. So, that user can view the data but
not update it.
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Figure 13 – If a record is open with write access by another user, the next person to open the record gets read-only
access, which the words READ-ONLY and the pink background indicate

Use Excel’s ability to connect with everything
Excel can automatically send
emails, update calendars
and import and export data
almost anywhere

If there is one program that every other program has connections to, it is Excel. For
example, you can have Excel send out emails or update calendars automatically.
Excel can extract data from the web. Via macros, Excel can import from almost any
source. It can also export data to whatever needs the data.

Via SharePoint you can
release dynamic Excel
reports for viewing in
browsers

You can place Excel files in a SharePoint folder and display selected sheets, which
can also be viewed in web browsers and mobile devices such as iPhones and iPads.
Certain functionality such as cell input and recalculation, filters, PivotTables and
Slicers makes those reports dynamic in those browser environments.
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Make use of Excel’s features in custom applications
The developer can
incorporate powerful
features into an application
with little work

Without too much work, developers of custom Excel applications can quickly
incorporate powerful features that Excel provides such as filters, sorting,
conditional formatting, charts, PivotTables, images, drawings and extensive
formatting capabilities.
One common feature we at AbleOwl include in custom applications is report drilldown: if a reader wants a further breakdown of a value in a report, the person
selects the cell and presses a shortcut. Figure 14 below shows a cell in a report.
Figure 15 shows the source sheet of that value and a filter applied to show the
breakdown items.

Figure 14 – Report with cell selected to drill down upon

Figure 15 – Drill-down of report cell value. Filter applied and cells selected. The status bar (not shown) sum value
of 116,064 (units) corresponds to the report cell value of 116 (thousands)
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There are so many features
that most people are barely
aware of

While most people are familiar with the Excel features mentioned in the first
paragraph of this section, Excel has a vast number of other features that few seem
to be fully aware of. To mention one, there are What-if tables. The example below
uses the feature to run a model multiple times for different sales units and prices.
The feature is not a new one.

Figure 16 – What-if tables for running a model with varying inputs is a feature many are not aware of

Use Excel for sophisticated, easy to use, fast, long-term and
low-cost solutions
Excel provides high-quality,
low-cost, long-term
solutions

In summary, Excel provides solutions that:












Have much greater capabilities than are available with other solutions.
Are familiar and easy to use.
Run quickly with rapid screen response. There isn’t the constant display
of Loading … while screens refresh.
Are long term. Excel isn’t a program suffering from frequent updates. It
has been around for about 30 years and is likely to be here for another
30.
Provide wide use with few compatibility issues. A developer can easily
accommodate minor differences among Excel versions including that of
the Mac.
Through the use of dialog boxes, have data entry as reliable as any other
program’s.
Through the use of back-end databases, no longer have the issue known
as “one version of the truth”, that is, all reports get their data from the
same source.
Are low cost because of: the vast number of Excel features, the visual
way it works, its familiarity, its standardised ubiquity and the economies
of scale that entails.
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